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PREFACE 

In March 1:5, 1957 the writer contacted Mr. Joe L. Mogg, Edward E. 

J ohnscn, Inc. St. Paul, Minnesota, seeking his advice fo:, a thesis subject 

at the level of the Master 1 s Degree. 

Later on Mr. Mogg replied suggesting that the writer could work on 

investigating a method for gravel p~acement in water wells with the least 

amount of segregation. He showed that segregation is a problem facing the 

water wells industry in the Southwest, of the United States.., and The Sahara. 

He offered to provide the material, and the e·quipment, proposing building a 

model well and conducting the experimental work at their plant in St. Paul. 

On May 23, Mr. Bently approved the offer, and on. the 27th of the 

same month the writer left to St. Paul, Minnesota. By the second week of 

June the rate of fall measuring apparatus (Plate 2), was completed. In a 

two weeks period the ten experiments of the rate of fall of the gravel part

icles and other eight experiment~ that are not included in this pape~ were 

conducted. 

By the first week of July the model well was built. The three experi

ments on the rate of fall of the gravel par~icles took about a week. The 

gravel placement experiments required the rest of the summer. It took more 

than a week to dismantel the model well for extracting the gravel sections 

after each test and then reassemble H again for the next test. Working 

over the roof was dangerous. Transfering all the materials plus insta.uling 

a. pump and its connections over there took a. considera.le amount of time. 

By the end of the Sllmmer all the experimental data was collected. The 

writing and discussing the results were ma.de during the fall of 1957. More 

tweleve experiments were not required in this pa.per so they were mailed back 

to Mr. Mogg, Edward E. Johnson, Inc, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Objective 

'.'The objective of' this study is to find an economical method for 

gravel placement in water wells with the least amount of segregation" 

The me.in ;function of a water well is to give the required amounts of 

water for irrigation, domestic use, or whatever its purpose may be. This 

requires the use of large screen openings. Large screen openings are poss~ 

ible to have whenever the formation is of coarse structure, but if the form-

ation material was fine large screen openings cannot be done; and it presents 

a problem. As a solution to this problem the idea of having another screen 

of coarse gravel particles adjacent to the screen was adopted. Using this 

sdr-een),f ,t/,;r.~veL.;large screen openings were possible, and ample quantities of 

water were pumped. 

This idea started fifty years ago in Kansas and Arkansas, where large 

quantities of water were needed fo~ the rice industry,and it proved to be 
i 

successful. 

This screen of gravel is called gravel pack, and sometimes is referred 

to as II gravel envelope", 11 gravel treatment 11 , 11 gravel f'il t.er 11 ·Or similar terms. 

Its main function is to increase the specific yield of the well by allowing 

the use of large screen ope~ings. 

After this introduction about the gravel pack and its use, the reader 

should know about its design as an aid to the gravel placement study. 
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The Design of§:. Grav~l Pack 

To design a gravel pack the following points should be cosidered: 

( A) ~ ~. of. the. g_ravel pack 

There are two types of gravel packs: the uniform grain-size pack~a.nd 

the graded grain-size packo The uniform grain-size pack is composed of a 

uniform grain size, and the graded grain-size pack is composed of different 

sizes graded according to a designed curve or certain ratios of each size. 

Each of these packs has its advantages and disadvantageso The Bureau 

of Reclamation in its laboratory tests on protective filters for :hydraulic 

structures found that the major differences between the uniform grain-size 

pack and the graded.grain-size pack are: 

(1) The uniform grain-size pack has practically no segregation during its 

placement while the graded grain-size pack gives a segregated packo 

(2) There is practically no settlement, or a very negligible a.mount, durlng 

operations using the uniform grain-size packo 

(3) Under the same conditions the capacity of the uniform grain-siz~ pack is 

greater than the graded grain-size packo 

These points show that the uniform grain-size pack has many advantages, 

but its lack of availability is its great disadvantage, meanwhile,segregat-

ion is the drawback for using the graded grain-size pack. 

(B) The strucrure of the g:rq1,yel pack 

Several studies have been ma.de concerning the structure of the gravel 

pack and the actual conditions of the formation in which it :will be placeda 

The studies made by the Bureau of Reclamation recommended that the grain 

size (ratio of 50% size of the pack to 50% size of the formation material) 

must be between 5 and lOo 



The Soil Conservation Service of the Uo So Department of Agriculture 

found a very little sand movements with the ratios of 306 to 8o75 fo:i: the 
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coarse formation material.!> and ratios of 308 to 604 for the fine formation 

materialo 

The Uo So iWaterways Experiment, Station concluded that a fine material ,Nill 

not wash through a filter ma.terial if the 15% size of the filter material 

is less than five times as large as the 85% of the base materialo They 

reaffirmed .. this conclusion in their. field laboratory investigations of the 

design criteria of water·wellso 

(C) The thickness or the gravel~ 

About 15 years ago Ko Eo Hill of College .of Mining, University of 

California investigated the thickness of the gravel envelope that is required 

to produce a.successful screeno Assuming tbat the gravel of the. proper grain 

size is used»· a uniform thickness of as little as ! an inch around the screen 

proved to be sufficiento. Obviously the placement of a gravel envelope only 

! an inch thick is not practicalin the construction of a well. However,it 

can be concluded that a pack can be as thin as it is practical to put in place 

under job conditions ... More often job conditions recommended a minimum pack 

thickness of about three incheso 

* Studies made by Mro Garton, School of Agricultural Engineering, Oklahoma 

State University, indicated that increasing the pack thickness from 511 to 6 11 

will increase the yield by 9% onl.y,while it will cost about three times more. 

Hence the idea,of using a thick gravel pack. should be abandoned forever.,. 

(*) Unpublished papero 



The pack should have a higher permeability t:han tbe formation. Studies 

proved that if the pack was 20 times more permeable J.,'l 
LtlS formation then 

the resistance to flow would be negligible. 

The criteria used by Edward E. Johnson, Inc~ result in gradings that are 

50 to 100 times more permeable than the formation" High permeability is made 

by using a low uniformity coefficient. 

Correct descriptions of sand and gravel sizes are important~ The following 

gra,dings cover most sands and gravels, and describe their sizes in terms ordinar~ 

ly used by engineers, well drillers, and others interested in these things~ 

Slot size in inches 

Coarse gravel~ average diameter 0.187@5 and up. 

ob••1t•••o•e••••••;1i••••,.,•••• o.187 .5 to 0~080 Medium gravel, ti " 
Fine gravel, " II 

o•"oevoo•oooOll)ed$C1'"•.;.,i,,.ood o.oso to 0.040 

eooooooooooe• • ft e • • e • e e • • 0 0 0.040 to 0.020 Coarse sand, ti II 

0011oo•o••c•••ooi0ooo•"'oooooa 00020 to Oe010 Medium sand, ti " 
ooooe•o,.;11,1000•••0••••0000•00 OaOlO to 0.004 Fine sand 9 

II 11 

•o•oo••••o•o••o•••••••oo••• 0.004 to 0.002 Very fine sand, " ti 

Siltj " " 0 0 (j • 0 II) 0 Q e • 0 ••• "' ••• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 0 0 002 ar1d f'iner 

'--------------,----··---------···-
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Methods of Placement of~ Gravel.Pack., 

It was noticed.that many gravel packed wells failed,due to sand pumping 

or being clogged, although the pack was well designed., .Analysis of the pack 

after settlement showed thatthe coarse particles were accumulated at the 

bottom while fine ones remained at the top.9 which means that the pack was 

segregated as shown in Figure (1)., 

Pack segregation was referred to the method of placement, and research 

was needed to find.a proper method for gravel placement that.gives tp.e least 

amount of segregation., 

The objective of this study is now understandable, it is to find a. 

method.for gravel placement that gives a pack with the least amount of 

segregation, which should be inexpensive or economic1:'l .11t the same timee 

Four methods were selected.to be tried experimentally and to find 

which one will give the least .a.mount of segregation"! They are: 

(1) The bailing method 

(2) The tremie method 

(5) The pump method 

(4) The package method 
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Plate (1) 

A segregated pack with the coarse particles 

at the bottom and the fine ones 

at the top. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A study of gravel placement is not a study of settlement~ It is true 

that settlement is closley related to gravel placement·but each one forms a 

separate subjecte It is quite enough for the study of gravel placement to 

know how a particle will behave while settling and the factors affecting its 

rate of fall. 

It should be understood that it is out of the scope of this paper to 

do experiments or derive relationships or equations for settlement. But due 

to the relation between settlement and gravel placement this chapter has been 

written to review the work done on settlement. 

Laws of Settlement 

(A) Stokes• Law 

The classic formula for settling velocities is that made by Stokes· 

which he developed in. 1851. He considered the particle to be falling under 

its weight and to be resisted by the force of viscosity of the liquid. 

Equating these ·two forces he derived his formula that follows g 

6 7Ts r v 
) ,, ' ., ' ' 

1+1, 7T :r g [ :o - <i) 

or v 2/9 (D - d) g r2/s 
where v = rate of fall in cm/sec. 

D = density of falling sphere 

d = density of the medium 

g = acceleration of gravity (980 cm/sec2) 

r = radius of falling sphere 

s = viscosity of the medium. 

7 



Several assumptions underlie Stokes' Law, and it is impoi~tant. to consider 

them. These assumptions ,a.reg 

(1) The particle must be spherical" smooth a.n.d rig:td, and there should be 

no slipping between it and the mediuma 

(2) The medium should be considered homogenous in comparison to the size 

of the paricle. 

(5) The particle should fall as it would in a medium of unlimited extent~ 

(4) A constant rate of fall must have been reached~ 

(5) The settling velocity must not be too great., 

Assumption (1) is satisfied to the extent that the particles a.re 

wetted by the liquids commonly used1 and no slip between any of them 

happenso But the condition tha.t the particle be a sphere is the least 

satisfied and it introduces several difficulties since no gravel particle 

is a perfect sphereo 

Experiments made by Schone., Hilgard, Owens 9 Atterberg, Boswell and 

Richard sho:v1ed a fairly close agreement between the values computed by 

Stokestr L&w and their experimental data until a diameter of 0.,05 mm., 

8 

Hence Stokes I Law iW&S practically limited to particles of Oo05 nm1 .. diameter 

or lesso 

Assumption (2) merely states that the distance between the molecules 

of the fluid must be small compared with the size of the particle, which is 

fully satisfied in generalo 

Assumption (5) is concerned with the change in rate of fall due to the 

neiir-n0ss of the liquid container wall to the particle c Lorentz studied . the 

~ase a particle falling parallel to a plain wall., His studies furnished 

the fS.cts: 
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(1) The effect of wall nearness is to reduce the :rate of fall. This reduction 

is greater the nearer the particle is to the wall, until it reaches at a 

certain diste.nce after which there will be no ef'f'ect. 

(2) The effec.t of the wall nearness varies with the size of the particle. 

Ludenburg approached the problem from the point of a sphere of' radius 

(r) settling in a cylinder of radius (R). Experiments made by Arnold accord-

ing to Ludenburg idea showed that the rate cf f'all is not affected unless 

when the radius of' the particle equals 1/10 the radius of the cylinder. 

Assumption (1~) states that the constant rate of fall must be reached. 

Weyssenhoff computed a.n equation that proved that for !a particle of 0~05 mm. 

only a diste.nce of 0~003 mm. is required to achieve constant velocity. Hence 

this assW11ption needs no consideration. 

Ass1-u11ption (5) provj.cles that the motion should. be slow. This restrict-

ion is made on Stokes' law because he did not consider the drag forces that 

aff·ect particles falling at high speeds. These forces are considered in the 

formula made by Rubey in 1933 .J that follows. 

( B) .fu,b ey I s. Formula 

In 19;;5 Rubey derived a general formula that agreed with the observed . 

rates of fall over a wider range than Stokes I law. He considered the forces 

acting on the particle to be the sum of the viscous resistance and the impact 

of the fluid. Equating this sum to the weight of the particle he derived the 

k:,1ow,1 his name and that follows: 

1:/;S 7i r3 (D - d) g = 6. 7Tr s v + r 2 v2 d 

OJ.' V = ( 4/;,\ g d 
z 2 - 1/2 

(D-d)rJ+9s-+5s) /dr 

(Symbols have the sarne significance as in Stokes• law) 
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Figure (1) adopted from Rupey 1 s papers shows the gradual transmition between 

the range of viscous resistance and the fluid impact. The hea:v-J line agrees 

with the settling velocities for quartz and galena as were observed and Rubey 1 s 

calculated figures. 

(C) Wadel1 1 s Work 

The most recent work on settling velocit,ies has been rnade by Wadell. 

He opened a new approach to the problem". by exa,'llining the functional re lat-. 

ionship between the coefficient of resistance (C) and Reyno1d 1s number (R). 

The coefficient of resistance·is defined by equating the force producing 

motion to a sphere to the force resisting its motion expressed as a coef'fic-

ient of :resistance times the dynamic preasure acting on the cross-sectional 

area of the sphere,i.e. 3 2 2 1+/;i 7T r (D - d) g = C 7T r v 

2 
or O = 8/3 g (D - d) r/d v 

d/2 

Reynold\, munber is defined in terms of the sphere radius, its velocity, its 

density, and the viscosity of the liqt.tid, or, R = 2 r D/s it is a dimension-

less figure. 

Wadell plotted a number of settling velocities and the radii of the 

settling particles in terms of R and C with R as abcissa & C as ordinate on 

log-log paper. From these graphs he developed an ernpe:rical formula for s.et

tling velocities, which not ox1ly extended the rate of settling velocities 

to much larger diameters but also enabled him to elucidate the influence of' 

the shape of' the particle. Wadell wrote his formula in terms of a correction 

-to Stokes' law, which is: 
.. · 0.69897 

R = r (1 + 0.08 (2 r v·d /s) 

R = the actual radius 

r = the radius according to Stokes' law 

v = actual settling velocity. 
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?ig.. (1) Rate of fall aga,inst pt;article diameter. The thick 
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the range of sizes referred to in Chapter III. 
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Plotting Stokes' law, Rubey 1 s formula, and Wadel1 1 s emperical f'o:rmula 

on the R - C curve shown in Fig1J.re ( 2) we notice: 

( 1) Stokes I law agrees with the emperical formula. only Jc.ill the values of 

R = 0.2 which is a very low value., 
··,: 

(2) Rubey 1 s formula agrees with the same formula till the vahH:lS of R = 10; 

(.:S) Beyond 105 the curve shows an abrupt change in shape due to the attack 

of the turbuler1ce flow in the bound.."Ll'.'Y layer at. the front of' the sphere. 

Shape Factor 

The shape of the gravel particles make them not applicable to the 

previous laws. To find the effect of a particle shape on its rate of fall 

the following shape factor form hari been developed: 

Shape Factor (s. F.) = c/a b 

where c = longest axis of the particle 

b = intermediate axis 

c = shortest axis of the mutually 

perpendicular axes of' the particles 

It should be understood that this shape factor relates only three of the 

multitude number of dimensions of the particle. There may be rounded, rough, 

smooth, or angular particles of the same shape factor. 

'.i'.'here are other shape factors based on roundness, spherity, or other phsic ... 

al cJ1aracteristices of the particle but. they do not adequately define its 

fen~ hyd:t1111lic studies. This shape factor is the best for the studies of 

rii:te of :tall since a & b are the most important dimensions that form the 

prcje0t:,;.t 1i1,ea o:e' the particle which affects the drag force. Curves are 

a. 1e :f"c:r R,::y:nold I s number (R) against the drag coeff'ecient ( C) for the 

t'actors. 



The Behavior £f ~ Settli~g Particles and the Mechanics of the Fluid 

If a. body moves thrC?l-1:gh s. fluid or a particle falls in it., the :fluid will be 

accelerated from_places of higher pressure to places of lower pressure. This 

acceleration is such t_hat where the pressure is high the velocity is low and 

vice versa. The mathematical equation for this relation is: 
2 

P + 1/2 d v = H 

where P = static pressure 

v = liquid velocity 

d = liquid density 

H = total head 

If the velocity of the particle is high enough it will cause much press-

ure reduction forming a vortex around it's zone. In case of a group of part-

icles settling at the same time each one will have a vortex tail for itself. 

The interference of these vo~ticis will ch.e.rige their rate of fall. 

This pattern of motio~ has been analyzed by van Karman. He made a conclu

sion that the relative spacing in two directions (shown in. Figure;) is relat

ed by the relationship a/b = l/7Tcosh-l V2 = 0.2801. He also obtained an 

equation for the system velocity V, which is V = I/b \l'"8""" where V = the 

velocity of the vortex, I= vortex intensity, and b = the longtudinal .spacing 

between the partigle and its· neighboring one. The values o:f' V were found to 

be smaller than the particle velocity, hence the vortex velocity·is smaller 

than the particle velocity. 

This analysis explains how a particle will fall in easel o:f' a batch of 

gravel being placed at a time and how the rate of :f'all of each particle will 

be reduced if their vortices interfered. This is more evidenced in the case 

of a very deep well. 



Objective 

CHAPTER III 

SETTLEMENT OF GRAVEL PARTICLES BEING 

PLA:GED INDIVIDUALLY 

Gravel particles are :not spherical in shape. Their size is de.fined by 

the size of the sieve opening,e .. g~a particle of 0 .. 525 11 size means that it 

can be retained on a. sieve of Oo525" openingo But this size is not the 

only dimension of the particle .. 

Moreover the particle may be smooth, rough, or of any surface condition, 

angular round or of any irregular shapeo Also a batch defined by one sieve 

size will.contain particles that are larger than this size, and smaller 

than the preceding sieve size. These particles will have different specific 

;weightso 

This shows that gravel particles vary from spheres in nominal dimension, 

shape, surface condition, and specific weighto 

The best approach to study the settlement of the gravel particles is to 

find a ooe:t'fi oient that covers all these variations. This coefficient can 

be found by two ways, either having a special coeffi::ient for each particular 

particle or having an average coeffi1ient for each group of particles of 

one avergae.size. The first way.is impossible;but the second can be achieved 

by f.inding the average rate of fall of a group of particles of one average 

size" 'rhis coefficient will be called the particle coefficient (P. C.). 

The objective of this chapter is to study the settlement of the gravel 

and relate the results to the settlement of the spheres through 

the particle coefficient. 

14 
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Procedures!, Apparatus 

The apparatus used consisted of .a plastic tube 5 5/4" diameter and 50' 

long as shown in Plate.· (2). At the top of the tube there was fixed a. hopper

like meobaniSDl that .could be opened and closed by a string at the level of 

the tube bottom.. This arrangment was made for accurate vision of the partial~ 
_, .• j· 

at.its final settling point, as well .as dropping the particle at the same time 
,' ' 

of starting ,the stop wa.tcho The apparatus was kept perpendicular by a water 

balance (Plate 5}; it was :a1.so well set up such that it does not shake and 

cause turbule.nce to the f'1uid. 

Procedure~ for running the experiment were: 

(1) The sample was obtained.from different parts all over the country, thus 

it included.all.kinds of.rocks, shapes, and surface conditions. To limit 

the variation 1n size the average .size between each two successive sieves 

was considered as follows: 

.Sieve Size (inches) Average Size (inches) 

Passing Retaining 

Oo750 o.s2s 0.,657 

o.s2s o.571 o.44a 

o •. 571 0.265 o.317 

0.265 o.1as 0.224 

Ool85 0.151 0.158 

0.,131 0.093 0.112 

0 .. 095 0.065 0.019 

00065 0.046 o.oss 

0.,048 o.oss 0.040 

0.,055 0.025 0.028 
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Plate ( 2): Rate of fall measuring apparatus 



.. ~ 

Plate (3) 

Leveling the settling apparatue 

before conducting the test 

J 
l 
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(2) Ten pa.rtioles of each size were placed ·through t.be hopper-like mechanism .. 

In case of large particles one was placed at a time, but in case of small 

or fine ones & group was placed at a time~ 

(3) Time taken by each particle until it reached the bottom of the tube was 

measured by the stop watoh,. In case of fL--ie pa.rticles)'when a group was 

placed .at a. time., an average res.ding was taken., 

(4) From the time taken by each particle of the ten particles of each size 

the average time taken by a particle of this size wa_s found .. 

(5) The average rate of fall was found. by dividing the tube lengt,h by the 

average time., 

(6) A curve was made between the average ra.te of fall and the average particle 

size,. Also a table was ma.de giving the maxinn.L'll and the minim.um values of 

the rate of fallo 



Experimental Data 

Time in ,, 

Average Size 
(inches) 

0.657 

seconds 5.00 

Particle 
Description. 

rough & white 

Average Size 
(inches) 

0.,448 

5 .. 20 

II II n 4.,00 smooth., gray & white 4.20 

n II I! 5.80 porous and red 5o70 

II Tl ti 3.,60 gray and flat 3 .. 20 

It 11 II 4 .. 00 flat and white 5.00 

It II 11 2.80 group of particles 2.80 

II " II 2.40 granite stone 5.20 

!I II If 2,.40 gray and round 3.20 

n II fl 2.20 smooth and round 3.40 

II " II 2.,20 smooth,red,B:: roJnd 5.00 

Total time 30.40 seconds 32.90 

Average time 5 .. 04 seconds 5.29 

Average rate 16.50 inches/sec. 15.20 
of fall 
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Particle 
, Description 

round,sniall granite 

yellow porous 
sand stone 

flat,rough & gray 

sma.11,.rough & black 

rough quartz 

rou.nd & black 

black & flat 

black & flat 

flat,roux1d 8.: red 

group of particles 

seconds 

seconds 

inches/ sec Q 
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Exoerime:ntal Data icontj 

Averag5': Size Particle Average Size Particle 
(inches) Descrip'Gion (j.nchef!) Description 
o .. Brt 0.224: 

Time in seconds 4.,00 small & round 4o40 rough granite 

II u n Oo40 yellow stone 3 .. 80 round & black 

II !I ti 4.,40 red & round 5.,60 g:r.-oup of part-
icles. 

II " 11 6000 flat & black 5.,20 round granite 

11 11 H 4.00 round & black 4.,80 flat & smooth 

11 II Tl 5.,40 rough granite 4.40 rough & black 

II II 11 2c70 round granite 4.00 rough & vJhi te 

Ii t1 fl 2.70 small rou..rid & black 3.40 group of :)art-
:Lcles .. 

II II fl 5.40 round & black 5\)20 I! a it 

11 n 11 5.60 group of particles 4.00 11 n n 

Total time 38 .. 00 seconds 38a80 
., 

secono.s 

Average ti.me 3 .. 80 seconds 5.83 seconr.is 

1\.veraga rate 15020 inches/ sac. 12.80 inches/sec. 
of fall 
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Experimental Data (cont,) 

Average Size Particle Aye:rage Size Particle 
(inches) Description (inches) Description 
Ool58 0.,112 

Time in seconds 4o20 arbitrary group 5.,60 arbitrary group 

II II II 4.70 II II 5.,60 Ii II 

II 11 Ii 5.,00 II Ii 5~00 II n 

" II n 4.,40 II II 5~80 u " 
II II n 4 .. 50 II II 5 .. 60 II II 

it II 11 4.,80 II !I 5o40 II It 

It II II 4o 20 II !I 5.,50 II n 

u 11 II 4o50 ,, II 4,,70 " !I 

It II II 4.,50 u II 5.,80 II II 

II II II 5.,00 u II 5.,50 

Total time 45000 seconds 54050 seconds 

Average time 4o50 seconds 5o45 seconds 

Average rate 11.:.20 inches/seco 9o50 inches/sec., 
of fall 
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Experimenta:J. Data (cont,) 

Average Size Particle Average Size Particle 
(inches) Description (inches) Description 

0.079 00055 

Time in seconds 6.20 arbitrary group 6.,60 arbitrary group 

II 11 " 6.00 " II 7.00 II II 

II " " e.oo II n 7.40 II II 

II II It s.so II " 6.60 II " 
. ,, 

" II 6.00 ti II 7.00 II II 

It " II 6.60 II " 7.20 11 II 

,, II ti s.20 II II 7.80 II ll 

II " 11 5.50 " 11 a.oo II II 

IJ II II 6.oo II II a.oo II ti 

II " H 6 .. 00 II II s.so " II 

Total time 59.50 seconds 69.10 seconds 

Average time 5.,95 seconds 6.91 seconds 

Average rate a.,o inches/sec. 7 .. 50 inches/sec. 
of fall 
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Experimental~ (cont .. ) 

Ave~a.ge Size Particle Average Size Particle 
(inclles) Description (inches) Description 

0.040 00028 

Time in seconds 10 .. 00 arbitrary group 12 .. 70 arbitrary group 

jj R n 10 .. 00 " II 15.00 ti II 

II It II 10070 II II 15020 II fl 

II II II 9.,70 II II 14.,60 II II 

" II ,, 9.70 II '' 12.60 If II 

" II II 9.,40 II " 15a00 II II 

" II ti 10.00 " II 12020 II II 

II II II 10 .. 00 II II 12.80 11 II 

II II II 9.80 II II 12.60 II II 

II II " 9o40 II II 12;;60 I! II 

Total time 98.50 seconds 124 .. 50 seconds 

Average time 9.85 seconds 12 .. 45 seconds 

Average rate 5.10 inches/sec. 4.,00 inches/sec., 
of fall 
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Results & Conclusion 

The following table gives the maximum and the minimum values of the rate 

of fall of each ~rav~l particle used. 

Av.er,. Size Size Range Aver. Rate Rate of Fall Range 
(inches) Max. Min. Difference of' fall. Max .. Min. Difference 

(A) o.6;57 0.725 - 0~525 = 0.175 16.5 22.7 - 12~5 = 10.,2 

o.448 0.525 - o.;71 = 0.154 15.2 18 .. 0 - 11.,9 = 6.1 

o.;17 o.;71 - 0.26; = 0.108 1;.2 18 .. 6 - 8.;5 = 9~25 

o.221~ 0.26; - 0.185 = 0.078 12.8 16.0 - 10.7 = 5 .. ; 

(B) 0.158 0.185 - 0.1;1 = 0.054 ll.8 11 .. 9 - 10 .. 0 = 1 .. 9 

0.112 0.1;1 - 0,.09; = 0.058 9., 10.6 - 8.6 = 2.0 

0.079 0.09; - 0 .. 065 = 0~02.8 8;4 9; 6 - 7,. 6 -= 2~0 
0.055 0.065 .;;. Q.,Ol}6 = 0.019 1.; 9.1 - 6.25= 2.85 

(o) o.o4o 0.046 - o&o;; = 0~01; 5.1 5.; - 1+.,65 = 0.65 

0.028 o .. o;; - 0 .. 02; = 0.010 1~.o 4.1 - ;.42 = o.88 

From the above table we find: 

(1) The difference between the maximum and the minimum values of' the rate of 

fall increases as the difference between the maximum and the minimum 

values of the particle size increases and vice versa. 

(2) The rate of fall of the particle increases by increasing its diameter. 

The relation between them is a log relation as shown on the semi-log 

curve Figure (4) which is drawn to the exact equation of a straight line 

o.s follows; 
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The equation for a straight line is Y: = m :x 1· B, Assuming the velocity 

(V) to be represented on the Y-axis and the diameter (D) on the ;r-axisff hence 

the equation can be written V = log D 111 ·I- B. 

Substituting for V and 1og D by the values given in the previous table; hence 

(D) V ·- lort Dm + B (D' V -· log D m + B. C.J \ ) 

(0.6;7) 16.5 - ( 9 .c)OL1. - 10) m + B (0.112) 9,3 = (9 .01i.a .. 10) rn + B. 

( 0 .J+l.1-8) 15.2 = (9~652 - 10) :rn + B (0.079) 8.1+ 1:.::: ( e ,,ts97 - 10) lll + B. 

( o. ;r7) 13.2 = (9.501 .. , 10) m + B (0.055) 7.3 = (8.7lK) - 10) !l1 + B. 

(0.224) 12.8 = (9q350 - 10) 111 + B (o.o4.o) 5.1 = (8.602 - 10) :m. + B. 

(0.158) 11.8 = (9.198 - 10) m + B (00028) J+,,o ·- ( 8 .l+iq - 10) m + B. _____ ... _____ . ---·--· 
Adding 69.5 = ( lf7 .505 - 50) 111 + B: 31~.1 = (11.;. 731+ - 5o)m + B. 

Hence we have the two equationsi 

69.50 = ( l.+7 ~505 - 50) m + B "' (, 0 1t '1 <Ii .. (1) 

and 34.,10 ·- ( L1j. 73lf - 50) 111 + B 10 ,,. '> o,.,;: to (1) 

Subtracting (2) from (1) hence: 3591.~ ( 3. 771) m 

or m :::: (35.40/3.771) - 9. 387 

Substituting in ( l) hence i. 69.50 = (1.17 .505 - 50) X 9. 367 + 5 B 

= (23.4206) + 5 B 

or B = 18 .. 581~ 

Substituting in equation ( l) by the values of m and B for D = 0 .5 and D = 0.,05 1 

= - 1~301 and log 0.05 = (9.699 - 10) = - 0.301 

h.e:n.ee 1f ' ; .l. 
-··· 1.501 X 9.387 + 18.584 = 15.664 

\J 2 (;. 301 X 9.587 + 18 .581.t- = 6. 361+ 
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Drawing the straight line ;joining Vi 

the points already plotted for the values of V & D, Figure ( J,), which represent 

the results tl::,ken from the experiment. made. Hence this straight J.ine represents 

the relation between the particle diameter and :l.ts rate of' falL 

Since the rate of fall considered was the average for a wide variety of 

particles, its values cover the different shapes, surface conditions, specific 

weights, and sizes varii:i.tions. It shows that the :rate of fal.l of a. gx'aV'el part-

icle increases by increasing its size. 

Plotting the same ralation between V & D on log-log pa.per we get the 

curve shown in Figure(5.). 

Comparing Figure (5) with Figure ( 1) which gives the re1at:Lon between 

the sphere diameter (D) and its rate of fall (V) we find that for the same 

range of sizes 0.63711 to 0 .. 02811 - shown by two circled dots in Figv.re ( 1 )-

this relation is represented by a straight line in F'igur(-'l ( 1) and by a curve 

in Figure (5). This curvature of li'igure (5) is expected due to the variation 

of the gravel particles from the spheres. But it indicates that, the gi·avel 

particles do not obey settling laws :f:'or spheres 9_ al though the rate of fall of 

a gravel particle increases by inc:reasing its size. 

Since the shape factor covers the variation in the shape of' the part-

icle only another factor is needed to cover all the variations tog<';the:r. 

Using ·t.he values of the rate of fall of a g1·avel particle and a sphere both 

of the sam.e r,iz,e another factor can be developed that relates and covers all 

the \TG.:rii:i.tio:nB" This factor will be called the particle ±'actor~ it is defined 

a:s the ro.t:l.o o:C' the rate of fall of the gravel particle (V) to the rate of fall 

cf the same size (V 1 ) i.e Particle Factor (P. F.) = V/V'. Both 

valu.es of V Rr1.d V1 should be taken under the same conditions of temperature 

e.nd liquid specifications. 
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The particle factor can give the rate of fall of o..ny g:rs.vcl particle if 

~he rate of fall of a sphere of the same size was knoim~ An attempt was made 

GO find the rru.merical values of the particle factor of the particles used in 

this experiment but the actual values of the rate of' f.ali of· spheres of' the 

same size were not available. 

Jonclusion 

11 Gravel paricles do not obey the settling laws of spheres~ but the rate 

of fall of a gravel particle increases by increasing its die.meter and 

vice versa., The relation between .the rate of fall of the gravel 

particle and its diameter is a log relation~ 11 



CHAPTER IV 

SETTLEMENT OF A SYSTE!~ OF GRAVEL PARTICLES 

Objective 

In Chapter III the behavior of individual pro•ticles w1'..ile settling was 

discussed!) but ~when a system of particles settle at a time their behi.vio:r 

will be differento From the analysis made 1y Karman (page 15) we find tr.lf.l..t 

the particles have to be apart by a certain distance given by the ratio 

a/b = 002801 in order that no interference will happen between them~ Tb.is 

ratio can not be maintained during settling.of gravel pa.rticlese Moreover~ 

the graded. pa.ck is composed of different sizes, and not only t.l:iat each size 

has a different rate of fa11,but also for the same size there is & wide range 

of rates a.s sh9wn in.Chapter III» page 24" 

For these differences of the settlement of a group of particles from the 

set"tlement of a single particle this chapter has been ma.de to show 'the effect 

of certain factors on the rate of fall of a system of particles,, At the same 

time it will give a. full picture of the settlement of the system" 

Procedures & Apparatus 

The model well shown in Plate 4 :was usedo It consisted of a tube 6 11 

internal diameter and 20 u highll :with a tra.nsperant plastic tube 5 5/4 11 diam

Gte:r in:. middle for vision and trucing pictureso The bottom consisted of 

a tut"" with a piston inside that was operated upwards by a hand pump 

for the sample in sections in case. of gravel placement tests 

:n:1 the next ,chapter" For measuring the rate of fall in these 

experiments the stop watch was used., The fall distance was the end of the 

30 
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Three experiments were conducted each for a different purpose as follows: 

Expe~iment No o ill 

The purpose of this experiment is to find the effect of the particle 

size on the rate of fall of a system of pai"ticleso 

Experiment Noo _(gl 

This experiment was made ___ t_o find the effect of the batch size on i;;he · 

r-ate of fa.llo 

Experiment Noo ill 
Ip. order to find h~l! a batch will settle if its particles we1·e held 

together by an adhering fluid., 

Experiment No o fil 
Sample Preparing 

A batch was prepared.with minimum weight of large size particles and 

maximum of the small size ones according to the following table: 

Particle Size Weight Cl)lllulative Weight Retained ~'!Jeight 
(inches) (lbs) (lbs) (%) 

00525 Oo25 Oo25 lo50 

Oo571 Oo50 Oo75 4a55 

Oa265 Oo75 lo50 9"00 

Ool58 L,00 2o50 15000 

Ocl31 lo25 5o75 22060 

0<;093 lo50 5o25 3lo80 

,., },..' r-'fi 
u.,o.Ju lo75 7o00 42050 

0"0,10 2o00 9o00 54050 

00033 2o25 11025 68c50 

Oo230 2o50 15075 85.;50 

00016 2o75 16050 100000 
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Plate (4) 

The Model Well 



Experimental Data 

The batch was divided into three equal part s and each part was placed 

?i ?.' u u 

separatelyo The time at which each particle - that specifies a certain size-

reached the end of the plastic tube was measuredo Pictures were taken for 

the settlement of each sizeo The readings are shown in the fol lowing table: 

-
First Test Second Test Third Test 

Time in Particle Time in Particle Time in Particle 
(secso) Description (secs., Description (secs o Description 

-

5 large sizes only 6 large sizes 6 large sizes 

7 second size of 8 second size of 8 second size of 
the large sizes the large sizes the large si zes 

10 medium sizes 10 medium sizes 10 medium sizes 

15 mixture of sizes 14 mixture of sizes 16 mixture of sizes ,, 
20 mixture of sizes 20 mixture of sizes 20 mixture of sizes 

II 
27 mixture of sizes 27 mixture of sizes 27 mixture of sizes 

• 
30 fine sizes 30 fine sizes 30 f i ne sizes 

40 ti II 40 II II . 40 II II 

50 II II 50 " n 50 II II 

60 II II 60 II II 60 n II 

90 silt 90 silt 90 silt 

Pictures taken are shown in Plates 59 6, 7 9 8, 9 9 & lOo 



Plate (5) 

First appearance of the large size particles 
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Plate (6) 

Large size particles while settling 
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Plate (7) 
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Settlement ofmedium size particles 
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(Notice the gap be.tween the particles) 
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Plate (8) 
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The appearence of the mixture 

(Notice that there was still some large particles) 
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The mixture while settling 
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Plate (10) 

The settlement of t he fine particles. 
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Observations 

From the pictures taken and the data collected we observe the following: 

(1) Large size particles traveled faster than any (Plates 5 & 6) 

(2) There were no particles observed in the tube between the 7th and the 10th 

seconds .• Suddenly at the 15th second a mixture of particles appeared 

in a variety of sizes as shown in Plate (8)0 

(5) This mixture continued for 15 seconds,ioeo,until the 50th second as shown 

in Plate (9)o 

(4) By the 50th second fine particles were found only in the tube as shown in 

Plate (10) and they continued for another 30 seconds iioeo,till the 60th 

secondo 

(5) The silt continued dripping for 30 seconds,ioeo , until the 90th secondo 

Results! Conclusion 

(1) If a pa.ck was formed such that it contained a small percentage of large 

size particles they will settle faster than any and form a coarse layer 

at the bottomo 

(2) Fine particles always settle at a slow rate an!i remain at the topo 

(5) The pack that will give the best mixing is that one composed of medium 

sizes onlyo Their rates of fall are close and they mix with each other 

before reaching the bottomo 

From these 1esults the following conclusion can be made: 

"The pa(.:k t hat is composed .of medium size particles, or particles whose 

sizes are close to each other, will give the least amount of segregation 

Lbo a pflck whose structure is close to the uniform pac~ structure will 

c).:,o the l east e.mount of segregationo 11 
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Experiment No(2) 

Sample Preparing~ Procedures 

The sample was prepared with equal weigh ts of each size according to the 

following table: 

Particle Size Weight Cumulative Weight Retained Percentage 
(inches) (grms) (grms) (%) 

0 .. 525 500 500 11 

0. 371 500 1000 22 

00263 500 1500 33 

0.183 500 2000 44 

0.131 500 2500 55 

0 .. 093 500 3000 66 

0.066 500 3500 77 

0.046 500 4000 88 

0 .. 033 500 4500 100 

The sample was well mixed then divided by the mechanical separator to 

mult i ple portions i.e. 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, & 1/16 or weights of : 

4500/2 = 2250 , 4500/4 =1125, 4500/8 = 562, and 4500/16 = 281 where 

all weights are in grams. 

Each group was washed, cleaned and dried before the test., 

Each batch was placed in the model well separately~ 

Time wo.~, measured whenever each size reached the end of the plastic tube. 

i?ict.ures were taken for the settlement of the last group (281 grams)~ 

'L,2~, o. ·c.. shown in Plates 11, 12~ 13, 14, 15, & 16 with the explanation of each 
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Experimental Data 

Time 
(secs) 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

55 

46 

15 

20 

26 

46 
I 

Batch Noo (1) (281 grms) Batch Noo(2) (562 grms) 

Particle 
Description 

Time 
(secs) 

Particle 
Description 

large sizes 7 large sizes 

large sizes 10 large sizes 

medium sizes 15 large and medium sizes 

17 large and medium sizes 

medium sizes mixed with 
large sizes 

fine particles and a 
mixture of sizes together 

fine particles 

silt (last drips) 

Batch Noo(5) (1125 grms) 

20 

25 

55 

46 

_ _large and medium sizes 10 

large and medium sizes 14 

fine, medium and large sizes 17 
mixed together 

fine particles 25 

silt (last drips) 46 

fine 9 large, & medium 
sizes mixed together 

fine particles and a 
mixture of sizes together 

fine particles 

silt (last drips) 

Batch Noo(4) (2250 grms) 

large sizes 

large and medium sizes 

medium and mixture of sizes 

fine 9 medium and large I 
sizes mixed together 

fine particles 

silt (last drips) 

~~~~-;~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...._~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--
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Plate (11) 

Settlement of large size particles 

(Notice the wide gap at the start) 
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Plate (12) • 

Large size particles after t he start of settling 

(Notice t he approach of t he particles) 
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Plate (15) 

Settlement of medium size particles 

..,. .. 

(Notice that there was no large size particles) 
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Plate (14) 
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Medium size particles at the end of their settling stage 

(Notice the approach of the fine particles) 
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Plate {15) 
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Settlement og the mixture of the particles 

(Notice the suspension of the fine particles) 
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Plate (16) 

La.st drips of silt 
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Observations 

From the experimental data takenl> :we find: 

(1) The ti.me for settlement taken by large size particles was delayed by the 

increase in the volume of the batch as sho-w.n by the follofdng table: 

For the batch.of 281 grams la.rge size particles took 5 seconds to settle~ 

II II II 562 

Ii "1125 !I 7 ~5 II II II 

II ii II 2250 n II I! 8 !1 

(2) The medium size particles moved faster a.YJ.d took shorter time to settle by 

increasing the size of the batch as.shown by the following table: 

For the batch of 281 grams at the 15th second meditun sizes appeared aloneo 

II ti u ii 562 II u II 15th second medium sizes appeared mixed 
with large size ones:o 

H 8:t •• I! 1125 II u n 12th II ~ ~.fi 11 n Ii fl 

II II Ii 11 2250 II n II 10th II II !U rn ~~ I! !l 

(5) Fine particles also.moved faster by increasing the size of the batch as 

shown by the following tables 

For the batch of 281 grams fine particles appeared after 25 seconds 

U-0 rn IR Ii 562 ii ti ii 11 II 20 Ii 

!I II it Ii 1125 n ii 11 n ii 20 n 

u II II Ii 2250 II II II II n 17 Ii 

(4) Another important observation is that ria.pid mixing between the particles 

ea.n 'bi;;;; d .. or.1e by increasing the size of the batch a.s sho:vm belovri 

'!f-'}1(:((1 batch :was 281 grams the three sizes mixed after 20 seconds 

1! 11 II 562 II n " II a~ ,i 17 II 

g ~~ Ii II 1125 " II II II n n 15 n 

?! I! 11 ,, 2250 " II " II ii ii 14 n 
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Result~£:; Conclusion 

(1) Increasing the size of the bat.ch will delay the rate of fall of the large 

size particles and accelerate the medium and the f'ine ones., 

(2) The relation between bat,ch size e.nd rate of f'all is not a diJ:•ect :relation 

L,e" .doubling the re.ta of fall can not be done by doubling the batch size 11 

or using a half of the size of the batchb 

(5) Faster mixing ca..ri be obtained by increasing ·t,he size of the batch., 

As a general conclusion it can be st a.ted that: 

''The larger the size of the batch the faster and the better the 

particles will mix together, and consequently the less the amount 

of segregation" 

Sill.tll\lIARY 

The previous two experiments show two important points concerning the 

structure and the size of the batch,ioeo, 

{l} The pack should be composed of medium size particles and the closer the 

sizes a.re to each other the better results could be obtai...'1.ecL 

(2) Large a.nd fine particles in one pack should be avoided by all means,, 

(3) The batch ta.ken from the pack to be poured into the well should be as 

large as possible o The larger the size of the batch the less tb.e 

segregationo 
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Sam"Qle. PreR§!:ring §£ Prooedres 

The sample was prepared by mixing equal aJnou.nts of each size of the sizes 

from 00525° to 0.,016 11 throughly with a high viscosity oiL, 

The mixture was placed from the the opening of the moclel well while it 

was empty, because the oil used ,,as soluble in water. Hence the settling 

medium ca.n be considered the atmoshperic airo 

After settlement the sample was extracted and examined under the micro

scope., 

Observations 

(1) Sizes of 0.,371" or larger were not adhered to the rest of the group, 

or even well adhered to each othero 

(2) Sizes of 00265 11 or less were well adhered togethero 

(3) The smaller the size of the particle the better it was adhered to the 

other particles. 

(4) Angular or rough particles even those of large sizes were more adhered 

to the group than smooth or round oneso 

Results & Conclusion 

A sample ca.n be placed with the lea.st amount of segregation by the use 

of a strong adhering fluirl under the fallowing conditions: 

(1) The adhering force of the fluid should be greater t:b.an the rv':ater force 

res:i.stance or the drag force., 

(2) 'l'hr.:i pack should be composed of medil.llll size particles preferably rough 

a:ncl allf{llla.r ones o 

(3) The fhtld should be easy to extract,a.fter settlementpby the surging 



CHAPTER V 

EXPARIMENTAL WORK TO FIND A METHOD FOR GRAVEL PLACEMENT 

IN WATER WELLS WITH THE LEAST AMOUNT OF SEGREGATION 

Four methods have. been selected for experimental work L,eq the bailing, 
\ 

the tremie, the pump~ and the package method.:s. The bailing method is the one 

first known~ while the tremie metho4 has been recently introduced, but both 

the puinp and the package methods are under research considerations & have 

been selected by Edward E. Johnson, Inc. 

Each of these methods wil_l be tried experimentaly, and they will be compar-

ed with ea.ch other from the point of segregation i.e .. which one will give the 

least amount of segregation. 

Procedures! Apparatus 

The model well shown in plate (4) was used. Each method was tried accord-

ing to its specific procedures. 

One sampl~ was used for the four methods. It was composed of the part-

icles between o~o;;" and 0.185" size& The str~cture was formed according to a 
"' .. 

symmetrical curve joining the two points of 5% over the minimu.m size and~ 

below the maximum sizep so that the sizes of o.0;311 and 0.185" are both includ-

ed in the pack. The curve was symmetrically divided by the line o:f' 50% retain-

~d size i@B~ the lower half of the curve was syimnetrical to the upper half as 

show·n in ll'igJJ.t'e ( 6)., 

1'11~ sa..'11p1e was well mixed by the mechanical mixing machine, washed by 

th;;;; ·wash1ng m?~chine, then dried before each test. 
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(&3 ) 
SAND ANALYSIS 

EDWARD E. JOHNSON, INC. 

SAIN' PAUL . MINN. 

Sample sent in ~, Figure (6) 

Town State Date -- - ---. 
Frcm weli of \.. j/ 

\ / I 
Remarks 

) (7.. /"fl /~' ' C '-----·--- / 
L :_, /,J /;1-zd.; ,r ,,er ·; C I 3 ;; e 1 ,Je ' .2C. o..ss - ·/K'~ 

.3 2. - -;7 ., ~ 

/ 

100 no j 1•0 160 uo I 
SLOl OPENING IN THOU54-NOTHS OF AN INCH 

, ... 
SLOT OPl:.MNG R~Cl)M.~1£NDLD 

RETAINED ON SIZE SCREENS _ IN. _ FT. 

PCCOMMF.NDATION MADE BY 

SO trr.f.ANY CON9fotllitAYION• l[t,ffRR INTO TH• MAKl!"t.lG. Ot A GOOO Wl'J...l T~AT "'i-1 11 .. a WI ~E-t•va SLOr SI .. _P'5 ,.-1J~N:S--fi!D OR ,-.jf:(()11:',Ml[hO•o 

l"ReM C.\ND SAM~LU Allt .. CUN~llCT WE •s~u,... NO Jlflr!1-ot1S11:111 ,ry "0lt rH« SUl.<.:Ua,..uc... 0,-W."t"-"f!O .. CJ#' }Ot,-0,(CJON W!rU "c.qs:a:t-~i 



After each test had been completed the g:re.vel c;.:>lwnn was a:x:t,:racted in 

sections about two inches thick., Each section was dried, analyzed and its 

sand analysis curves·were draw:r1~ 

(A) T~ B.e.iliriE Method 

Accor·ding to this method gravel has to be placed by being poured th:rou.gh 

the well opening and permitt.ed to travel fr•eely .till it reaches the bottom •. 

The same procedure was f'ollC?,wed in this e~,pe:r.•:unent, and piotures were 

taken while gravel was settling" 

S)bservations §.!!!! Remarks While Running The Test 

1 - The sample was divided into two buckets and eac:h bucket.was placed 

after the othe:r. 

2 - Tilne record was as follows g 

Time in seconds 

0 

7 

fr·om 7 to 10 

10 

15 

20 

25 

;o 

85 

1.55 

Pa:i:·ticle Description 

Start bailing 

L"l.:cge s:i.ze particles 

A gap with no particles in the tube 

Large s:i.ze pa.rt±cJ.es with m::b:t:u.re of 
different sizes,. 

Medium and fine size pa.rticles. 

M:l.xture of particles., 

Fine pa:rtioles. 

Fine part.icles" 

Silt appears 

Silt settles completely., 

3 - 'l'ota.1 ta.ken was 60 seconds .. 

.1.;. - The::te was a gap of time between the placement cf the two buckets~ 

5 - Terne:rat1ure was· 80 deg:r.ees Fah~ 
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E~erimental Data 

After the sample was fully settled in the model well it was extracted in 

sections about 2 11 each.. Each section was d~d.ed and the sand analysis data was 

collected then the rsul ts were reported in the given tab l@ ( page 56).. ~ 

. , From this table the sand analysis curves were dra:wn in Figures 7, 

8, 9, & 10. 

Figure (7) shows the structure of the upper group~ · It shows .. that. H is much 

deviated fro~ the origin, which means that this group is much 

segregated in its structure. 

Figure (8) shows the structure of the central group. It shows th?,.t it is less 

segregated than the upper group. 

Figure (9) shows the structure of the bottom group"" It shows that it is of' 

coarser structure than the origin~ 

Figure ( 10) shows a comparison between the upper, the central, and the bottom 

groups. It indicates that the central group is the least segregat-

ed one., 

Pictures taken are .show:n in Plates 17, 18, 19, & 20 pages 58 8o 59. 

Plate (17) shows how large size particles were settling faster tha.n any ... 

Plate (18) shows how the mixture includ$d a. variety of particles~ 
.. .:-

Plate (19) shows the turbulence that happened while pou:t•ing ·i:,he next bucket~ 

Notice the interference of the large pa:rt.ioles cf the next. bucket 

into the. fine particles of t.he preceding bucket. , The dim part . :tn 

the picture is due to the silt disturte.nce. 

P1'3.t,·0) (2) ~;hows the sample after settlement.. Not:'Lce the accumulation of the 

:f:tna particles at the top and the coarse ones at the bottom~ 

f'S!:?.Elli~ uThe 6.bove pictures and sand analysis 011:r·ves p:rove that the bailiri.g 

method produces a segregated pack~ 

(*) ·r~ wo1-d origin refers to the the' sand analysis curve of the original 
S(,J,111pler given in Figure (6) 



Section Depth 
Number 

1st l" 
. 

2nd ," 
3rd 5" 

4th 7" 

5th 9u 

6th 11" 

7th 12" 

8th 13" -
9th 1511 

10th 17 11 

11th - 1911 

12th 21 11 

13th 22 11 

14th 2.?" 

15th 2511 

16th 27" 

17th 29 11 

I lbth I 
;:.·, u 
.,,.1 

I 19th I ;z::z1; 
I ,I.) 

i I 
I 20§ ! . <o·,··11 

i ?::> 

21st ;i?'; 

22nd :59" 

Origin 

Sieve Analysis Results of The Baili~ ~1ethod 

Sieve Size 
0.185 0.1;1 0. 093 0 .. 065 0 .. 046 o.o;; 

Cumulative Per Cent Retained 

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
0.001 0.955 5.35 12.; 24.8 41.0 

0.05 2.50 16.5 37.5 60.0 T;.5 

0.055 o. 80 31.5 55.0 74.o 84.o 

0.06 17.0 49.0 72.0 87.0 91\ .• 0 

lJ .• 20 28.0 63.5 8;.o 92.5 96.0 
i 

5.; 27.5 65.5 83.5 93.5 97.5 

4.1 28.0 65.0 83 .. 5 9;.o 96.0 

4.o 26.0 63.0 82.5 92.0 95.5 

6.55 32.8 70.0 86.o 93.0 96.0 

5.2 ,,.o 78.0 86 .. o 93.0 97.0 

6.15 32.8 71.0 87.0 95.0 97.0 

5.9 32.5 71.0 88 .. 0 94.5 97.5 

7.0 35.6 73.5 89.0 95.0 97.5 

7.0 ;4.o T;.o 89.0 95 .. 0 97.5 

4.5 29.0 70.0 88.o 95.0 98.0 

4 .• 9 37.5 77 .o 92.0 97.5 99.0 

8.0 43.5 77.0 90.5 96.0 98.5 

6.1 35.5 74.o 90~0 96.0 98.6 

5.1 ;51.0 1,.0 89.0 97.0 98.0 

7.,0 ;5.2 77.0 91.5 9780 99.0 

I 6.6 25.0 82.5 95o0 98.5 99.5 

I 9 .. 5 21.5 89 .. 0 96 .. 0 98 .. 5 99.0 
I 

I 5.0 ,o.o 65.5 84eO 92 .. 0 95.0 

-

o. 02:;;:, .,. UNO 

( %) 
t\8 

97 

98 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

99 

10 

10 

.o 1.6 

.o 2.5 

.o 

.o 2.07 

.o 2.;>4 

.o 

,,O 

.o 

.5 1.97 

~5 1 .. 77 

.7 1.98 

.6 2o06 

o .. o 1.9 

o.o 

100.0 1.51 

100 .. 0 1 .. 31 

100.0 2.36 
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(57) 
SA :-J 0 A N AL SIS 

Er:.:v,ARC E 1 l'. HNC-QN ... _,; . - . ' INC . 
j ~ NO"< ' :.> E- R -:f s rRr ~-:1 

SAINT PALI. 4, MINN 

Uffer . Crou,P. 
~: t : :I, 

C)_ ( .Sawi F le 
Town 

Frorn well cf 

Rer.i ari<.s _ Figure (7) 

100 

go 

80 
,] 

;-, 

• 1"'1 
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40 60 80 1 ! 00 1 20 I 140 160 18 0 200 2 20 2 4 0 
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·~· 
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.065 , 
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.023 
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·-----------"·-· --- -- ------------------
.6' !Ii -·;h :r-1-C) 

ao M ANY CO N S IDl!lRATIONS ENTER INTO THE MA KI N G OP" A GOOD W ELL T HAT, W HI L E Wli BELl&:VE SLOT SIZES FURNrSHEO O R RECOM M EN DIED 
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SAND ANALYSIS (58) 

ED\VARD E. JOHNSON , INC. 
315 NORTH PiERCL .-'>TREFT 

SAINT PAUL 4, MINN . 

Sam~,le sent in by 

Tow:1 

From well of 

f<.ernarl\5 _ 

Sll:VE I _C,:UMULA1'1VE f'ER CENT RETAINED 

_o_~~~-s_
1

_ / --· - · · ! 
.1a, - ,-· -1----- - -

- --:i·J- ,-- : -· - --- -- - , -- - - - 1-
--.093--,- ------_ -:=-

065 . _ i _ 
.046 I 
-- - ·-1 
.033 ---- - -
.023 

F=== ,----·--

C) 
oa•e 

Figure (8) 
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.. ... 
H-,-

200 220 240 I 
1/, 

260 

NOT ES ,_,,__4'_r:LJ.LLJ_ -- -·-----. ·- -- - ·---1La~---~ .,:_,;_3 
ii IJ -

--- ·- - -:__fl._!_ I, --
-- ~1s_ I I, 

---- - ..JLd_c__ ~ _/.,_:;~ 
------ --LL .ti,__,:_.,_, u --

vWc _.]] __ 
SLOT OPENING RECOMMENDED:-----

~j£ I~ _ k'&C 
RECOMMENDED SC~EEN· O!A. __ ____ IN LENGTH _,..,-

/ r,t'/J I/ /h. /,l t_fl .. . , • - fJ £' 
- - .,; u rT.LL ___ T_ /, ,_ ~---=-f-- ---

--- .J.4. -,- .5LAt.LijU_ __ __L1..:_ ____ 9y . ______ _ _ 

Ii() MAHY CONSICJERATIONS ENTER INTO THE MAKIN<- 01' A aooo WELL THA r, WHILE WE 911.115'.Vlt GLOT SIZES FUIINISHEO 011 Rl'.COMMIINOl'.O 

l'IIOIA SANO SAMPL.U ARE C O Rr'tEC r WE AIISUMI'. NO HICSPONSlalLllY f'OR THE SUC(,USTUL OPE .. ATION OP' JOHNSON WELL ..Clllll:NS. 
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SAND AN ALYSIS (59) 

E DWA RD E. JOHNSON, INC . 
315 N CRTH PIER CE STREET 

SAINT PA uL 4 , MINN. 

Sample sent in t,y 

Town Date _ ________________ _ 

From weil of_ 

Remarks _ ·Figure (9) 
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1 
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200 
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----~f.!1_!!1- - - -1LLLL -~ -:Lfl6 -- - - - -
_____ 19 !.L __ lo \, c -~-J. Cf_{) 

----- - -=--2:LJ_!,_ ___ ___;J:_~.µ_5__j__ ____ ----.093 1---- -- -- i--- - --,----- - --·-
-------- - - ------ - ----1 . -----
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046 I · ·'-- --.033 I -1-

.023 ___ j--- -- -. ~:-~~-= -: --- --- --
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I 

SLO T OPENING REC OMMENDED:-------------
f'\ -, Ad, I .. -~ _! 

------- -~ - ______ .1.L../x.~'- ~ ~~ _ ___,__ -------

RECO MMENDED SCREEN· DIA . _____ lN . LENGTH ____ FT. 

J.i ";i _j~./cSJLL.ll} 1. Z ~->i~_j_f/:!_ _ _ ____ _ 
- 2 p/'_1._ __ .../i..d~111(1'r!;_l._~ _h__a_.JU/.av ,.J.j_.:._l __ 

ao MANY CONSIDIERAT; ONS ENTER INTO THE M AKINO OP A aooo W EL L T HAT, WHILE. WE BIELIEVE SLOT SIZES FURN ISHED OR RECOMMENDED 

P'ftOM SAND SAMPLES A R E C ORRECT W E ASSUME NO RESPONSI BILI rY FOR THIE S UCCl!:SSl'UL OP'ERATION 0 1' JOHNSON WELL SCIU:11:NS. 
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Sarni 'e sent If! D) 

Town 

Fro~ well cf 

Remarks ___ 

- - -· ·-- -

00 
r 

90 

t 

SAN 0 AN r\ L 1f Si S 

EDWARD E. JOHNSON, INC. 

? ... 

315 NCR, h ?IER<...E STREE.T 

SAINT PA 1JL 4 MINN. 

Figure (10) 
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-- -- -- --------------

, 

•• • 
' 

• ... ' J • 
,I 

• • 
. . 

Plate (17) 

Settlement of the large size particles 
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l . 

?late (18) 

Settlement of the mixture of the particles 



+ 

Plate (19) 

Bailing t he second bail 

.. / 
' . ' 

• 

l 

(Notice the dim pa.rt at t he top of t he picture) 
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Plate (20) 

The complete pa.ck after settlement 



(B) The Tremie Method 

According to this method gravel has to be placed through a pipe that would 

be suspended in the well within the requiredheight of the pack. The idea is to 

control the gravel during its settlement within the pipe cross-section~ 

Procedures .... ~ Apparatus 

The same procedures as mentioned before were followed. The model well 

was used and a 111 .internal diameter pipe with a funnel at its top was used as a 

tremie pipe. The $ample used in the bailing method was used but in 011e bucket. 

Observations .. and Remarks lfuile _ Running ~ Test 

1 - The 111 diameter pipe proved to be small. It got clogged and had to 

be cleaned frequently. 

2 - Total time taken was 8.5 minutes. 

; -Temperature was 88 degrees Fah~ 
, . 

Experiment.al. Data 

After complete settlement the sample was extracted by the usv9.l way-in 

sections of' two inches each. E.ach section was dried, sieved, and analyzed.The 

table page ( 66) gives the sieve analysis' data., and the sand analysis curves 

are given in figures 11, 12, 1;, & 14~ 

Figures 11, 12, & 1; give the sand analysis curves for the upper~. the central, 

and the bottom groups. Figure 14 compares the t,hree groups to each other~ 

Results & Conclusion 
. ---------~~ 

(1) The central group is the less segregated group. 

(2) Tho three groups do not follow the standard patte:rri., i.e. the fine particles 

at Lile top and the coarse ones at the bottom~ 'rhe:re was a remarkable ratio 

of th,, :f'i:ne particles at the bottom and another of the coarse particles at 

the top, thi .. s may be due to the clogging of the pipe. 

(;5) The general shape of the curves show that there is less segregation than 

in the case of the bailing method~ 
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Sieve Analysis. Results 3if The ~nic Mei:J·~ 

Sieve .. Size 
Section 
Number 

---.-----,--- . ·-----· 
Depth _o_._rn_· 5_· ___ o_._1_3_1 __ 0_.,0_9_;_· _o_~_o6_5_· _o_· ._o-L}o_'· _o.c~?_? __ _::.~23 

* UNO 

Cumulative Per Cent Retained 

1st _ .... _. 

;Srd 

4th 

5th 

6th ·---
7th 

8th 

10th 

12th 

15.:.t,h 

(%) 

4" 6.o 

811 4.1 

~5 11, 5 .. 10 

17 11 3~5 

28 11 5.1 

3011 5.,3 

Origin 5.0 

(%) 

25c6 

1,.5Q4 

22.,0 

50 .. 0 

(%) 
6J.~ .. o 

67.,0 

67 .. 0 

76.,0 

64.o 

59.0 

61 .. 0 

(%) 

72 .. 0 

70.0 

70 .. 0 

70 .. 0 

69.,0 

69 .. 0 

61~p 

71.0 

(%) 

94.o 

9LO 

91..5 

88,.0 
i 

r37 ,,0 

87,,0 

88,o 

80 .. 0 

92 .. 0 
'. ,., I 11. 
! ! L~-~----·--l __ ., __ J_ ___________________ . 

( '~) lJHO ... Un:Li:'o:r.mi ty Coefficient, 

97,,0 

92.,0 

97 .. 5 

99 .. 5 

0 

99,.,0 2.20 

99.0 

99.,0 

99,,,0 2 .. 70 

99.,5 1 .. 70 



SAND ANALYSIS 

EDWARD E. JOHNSON, INC . 
315 NORTH PIER C[ S TR EET 

SAINT PAUL 4 . MINN . 

Sampl e sent in ty 

Town _ '.)a te_ 

From well of 

Remarks __ . Figure ( 11') 
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SAND ANAL YSI S (68) 

EDV./AR D E . JOHNS O N, IN C . 

SAINT PA UL 4 , MINN . 

Sa:n~:e sent in by 

Town 

From well of. 

Remarks _:_ 
1''igure (1,2) 

20 
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( 0) ~ P1-m1p Method 

For this method gravel has to 1,laced by b 

it :reaches the bottom of the well. Pt1111ping rate should be greater tha.:n the 

falling rate of the particle, and tb.e tube should be ahniys continously full 

of gravel without any interruption during 1)ourh1c<s$ 

Procedures & AE.12.aratus 

The model well was used. Gravel WllfJ placed thro1.1.gh a funnel that was 

coxmected to a piJ>e that was about one foot above tho bottom of the well. The 

pipe was joined by a 90 degrees elbow to the ptunp discharge pipe.. It was also 

hooked up by a ro1:ie & a pulley and was pulled up gradually while gravel was 

p1-m1ped into the well.. 'The pu111ping rate was 5 gallons each ::,;1.-· 
.~) seco11ds, 

amounts to 5 J-C 60 "" 8.6 gallons per minutec The pipe wae. 111 d:h:unet er 
55 

its cross-section area equals Oo7fJ5 inches2 • 

') 

Hence :water prnnping rate ="_ f1~6 :c 0 .. 1602_ ]i_.(12/" = l-1-2 inches/second. 
0 • 7 e>5 X 1. 2 X 60 

tha:'c. 

h1:ince 

The maximum rate of :fall o;f the largest particle iii this sample \, ll .15l?) = 11 ,,9 

inches/second (from page (21.~) Chapter III ) • Consequently, the ri1te of fall of 

the pwnped water is greater than the rate of :fall of any partiole :in the sample, 

which is a condition for the use of the ptu:npo 

· l 'l'he gravel flow was smooth without any clogging. 

2 Total time taken was 5 minutes only. 

:) 'l1.,:J.e :t:·2,.te of pouring the gravel was such that t.he tube was continous-

ftl11 of gravel without any interruption,, 

L:- -· Tho temperature was 86 degrees FaJ.18 



E~erimental Data 

According to the standard procedures the sa.m.ple was extracted in sections 

about two inches each. Each section was dried, sieved, and analyzed as usual. 

The table in page .(7.5) gives the sieve analysis data. 

Figures 15, 16$ 17, & 18 give the sand analysis curves. 

Figures 15, 16, & 17 give the curves for the upper, the central, and the bottom 

groups. 

Figure 18~gives a cow.parison between the three groups. It shows that the center

al group is the least segregated one. 

Results~ Conclusion 

(1) The structure of the central group is close to the structure of' the origin

al sample. 

(2) Comparing these curves with the corresponding ones of the bailing and the 

tremie methods we find that the gravel is less segregated thari. when either 

the bailing or the tremie method are used. 

From the above we can make a conclusion that the pump method gives a IJack that 

is almost the same in its structure as the original srunple. 
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Sieve Analysis Results of The Pumping Method 

Sieve Size 
Section 0.185 0, 13'>1 0~09;, 0.065 0.046 0.055 0.02,:'.i' 

Depth UNO· 
Ni~ber Omnulati ve Per Cent Retained 

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (1s) (~~) 

1st 2" -.. 5.7 26.0 62.5 69.0 88.o 95.5 98.,0 2~95 

2nd 411 5$5 27.6 62.0 69.,0 ' 86.o 91.:5 98.,0 5~12 

5rd 611 7 .. 1 ;7 .. 0 7L1 .• 0 81.0 95.0 99.,0 100.,0 2,.11+ 

LttJi. 9" 5.9 55.0 7lr.,O 80.0 93.5 97 .. 0 100.0 

5th 10" 6.8 4oGo 82.0 85.0 96.0 98s0 100.0 1.90 

6th 1211 5.2 26 .. 8 70.0 76.o 92.5 97.5 100,.0 2 .. 21 
.. 

' 
7th 1411 4.9 26.0 65.0 72~0 89~0 93.0 97.,0 2.61 

8th . 1611 6.6 31.5 - 65.0' 72.5 87.0 92.0 98~0 

9th 18 11 7~1 58,.0 71.0 77.0 89.0 95.5 99.0 

10th 20 11 6.5 29 .. 0 60 .. 0 67.0 85.0 91,,5 99.0 3.10 

11th 21 11 Lr,.O 22.0 58.0 66.o 86.o 93.5 99.0 2.75 

12th 2 ;,:fl . .., - 4.2 25.0 59~0 67.5 88.0 9lr.O 99.0 2. 70 

1~5th 21+ 11 Lt .2 28.0 60.0 68.,5 87.5 95.0 99 .. 0 2$76 

Origin 5 .• o ~o.o 65.5 811 .• 0 92.,0 95.0 100~0 2 .. :,6 

' 
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( D) ~ Package Method 

The procedure for this method is to place the gravel in small shovelfu:'.ts 

and give each shovelful enough time to settle before placing the next one. 

Procedures~ Apparatus 

The model well was used. Before starting the test the time required for 

the complete settlement of one shovelful: w.as measured. It was 45 seconds, 

and 55 seconds were allowed between each shovelful •. 

Observations and Remarks While Running The Test 

1 - Time taken for pouring one shovel was 5 seconds. 

2 ,_;,'• Total time taken f'.or completing the test was 22 minutes or 

1520 seconds. 

5 ~ Temperature was 85 degrees Fah. 

Experimental Data 

The table in page (79) gives the sieve analysis data. Figures 19; 20, 21 & 

22 give the sand analysis curves. 

Figures 19, 20, & 21 give the sand analysis curves for the upper, the central, 

and the bottom groups. 

Figure 22, gives a comparison b-etween the three groups. 

Results~ Conclusion 

The above curves show that there was more segregation or deviation from 

the original curve in the upper group only. This means that the package method 

gives a :pack that relatively has a sma.11 amount of segregation compared with 

The final comparison showing which method is more acceptable is made in 

the deta.il.ed comparison that fellows. 
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Sieve Analysis Results of The Package· Method 

Sieve ,·.Size .. , . .-

Section 0.185 0.1;1 0.09; 0.065 .. 0.046 o.o;; 0.02; 
Depth ... , UNO 

Number Ou.mule.ti ve Per· Cent Retained .. 
(%) ,, (%) . (%} '- (%)' (%) (%)' ' {%) 

' -
~ 

.. . ,.,:· <, '" 

1st l" 2.70 20.0 5;.o 58.0 8?.0 90 .. 0 . -$>8.5 2.0; ---. 
2nd '"·' 5.0 ;o.o._ 66.o 72.5, 88.o 9;.o 99.6 ?-•97' 

}rd 5." 5.0 28.0 6a.o 99.0 86.o 9;.5 98.0 2.97 
' r 

""~ ~ 

4th au 6.6 ;5.0 71.5 7e.o 91.0 96.0 99.0 2.46 

51h 10 11 4.9 25.0 59.0 67.0 84.o 90.0 98.0 :;.15 

6th 12 11 5.05 27.0 64.o 72.0 90.0 95.0 99.0 2.:;6 
.. 

71h 14" 4.7 26.0 6;.5 . 70.0 89~0 92.5 99.5 2.95 

8th. 17 11 2.7 25.0 64.o 70.0 88.5 94.o 98.5 ~. -
" 

9th 19 11 4.9 28.0 68.o 74~0 90.0 95.0 99.0 
,, 

10th 21 11 5.0 ,o.o 68 •. o 74.o 90.0 95.0 99.0, 2 .. 45 

llth - 2411 6.2 ;4.o 72.5 78.0 92.0 96.5 
; 

99.0 2.;6 

12!!: 26 11 6.1 ;5.0 75.0 80.0 9;.o 96.0 99.0 2.2 

1;th 28~ 5.5 ;1.0 68 .. o 75.5 92.5 96.5 99.5 2.26 
.. 

14th ;011 6.05 ;2.0 70.0 77.q 92.0 96.5 99.5 
' 

15th .?]/ . !' 9.6 ;9.0 1,.5 71.5 92.5 96.0 99 .. 0 2.28 
. 

!\ ~ '. 
65.5 84.o 2.;6 Origin 5.Q .. ;o.o 92.0 95.0 100.0 

: .. .. 
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Comparison Bet ween The Four. Methods 

The important consideration for comparing these methods is to find which 

method gave the least amount of segregation. But there is no scale available 

for measuring the segregation. For this reason the following method has been 

developed. 

This method measures the difference bet'\rreen the coarsest and finest pai•t-

icles> size from the size of the 01•iginal .sample particle at 40% retained· size 

which equals the total amount of segregation. 

Hence: total amount of segregation 

* = (D 40 coarsest~ D4o origin)+ (D4o origin - D40 finest) 

The first part,(D4o coarsest - D4o origin) measures the a.mount of segregation 

of the coarsest particles from the origin, and the second part which is 

(D40 origin "."' D4o finest) measures the a.mount of segregation of the ffa1est 

particles from the origin. 
,, 

Comparison Between The Amount of Segregation Produced f2X Each. Method 

D40 origin= 120 thdusa.nds of an inch. 

(1) ~- Bailing Method 

D40coarsest = 1;55 th. of an in. D4o finest= 35 th. of an in .. 

Amount of segregation= (135 - 120) + (120 - ;55) = 15 + 85 = 100 th .. 

(2) 1'he Tremie Method 

D1ro coarsest = 138 th. D40 finest = 110 th. 

Jimouirt of· segregation = ( 138 - 120) + ( 120 - llO) = 18 + 10 = 2c') th. 

D eoarsest = 1~2 th. D4o finest = 11;> th., 

.1\:mo11n-t of segregation = (132 - 120) + (120 - 113) = 12 + 7 = 19 th .. 

(*-;' DJ.Lo "" the diameter of the particle at 40% retained size as measured on the 
· sand analysis curve. 



(4) The Package Method 

' D4o coarsest= 1;0 th. D4o finest"" 108 th~ 

Amount of segregation= (130 - 120) + (120 - 108) = 10 + 12 =22th. 

Plotting the values of the amount of segregatiori against each method of gravel 

placement we get the curve shown in Figure (23). This curve shows that the 

pump method gives the least amount of segregation1 followed in ordei:. by the 

package, the t1·emie 1 ai-1d the bailil'1g methods.. This proves that the pump 

method gives the best ,pa.ck structure. 

A segregation factor can be derived from the amount of segregation as 

follows 

'l'he segregation factor is defined as 

D4o coarsest 
Segregation fa.ct or ( S. ,F.) = _. -·----- + n40 oriii-i11 

n 40 origin 
D 4o f:i.nest 

The values o_f. the segregation factor for each method are: 

( 1) The Bailing M~thod 

(2) ~ Tremie Method 

(3) The PurnE Method 

I I \ \"!·I 

S ... F. = 135 
120 

S., F. = ,.1;8 
·120' 

s. F. = 1;32 
120 

S. F. = 1;50 
120 

+ 120 == 4.54 
35 

+ 120 = 
110 

+ 120 = 2.16 
ll3 

+ 120 = 2.19 
105 ,· 

values show again that the pi.unp method gives the best pack structure .. 

Tn. which method can best suit the practical purposes the amount of 

* hiui been limited to 8% which in our case equals 120 x 8/100 = 9~6 th. 

(*) C):el"Lt fo:r this ratio is given to ~~. Mogg, Edward E., Johnson, Inc. 
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None of' the above methods gave this amount1 exceptin the case of the finest 

group of the p1..unp method which gave ( 120 - 115 = 7 th.) 

Conclusion 

The pump method gives the least amount of' segregation followed by the 

package, the tremie, and the bailing methods. 

But none o:f' the above methods gave a pack structure that was within the ·-···. . ' 

limit of (8%). lor this reas_9n the writer puts the following two methods 

under consideration for those interested in further rese_arch, or for practice. 

(1) .'l'l1.e. adhesion method given in Chapter IV, page 45~ 

(2) The container method: 

This method aims at transporting the gravel as it is designed to the 

bottom _of the well. The apparatus consists of a container which can be either 

of' a cylinderical or a hollow shape. The hollow containe1·;shown in Figure 24.a.-

is to be used if there was not enough space between the screen and the casing., 

and the wall of' the well • ln this case it can be let down through its hollow 

inside,around the casing. The bottom of the container is to be made in the 

form of a pivoted flap door operated by a. rope from the top at the ground 

level. · The whole conta.iner is to be suspended in the pulley of the rig .. 

Gravel should not be poured into the container but it should be filled 

by the method s~own in Figure 24.b. 

The procedure.' for opers,ting this method is to fill the container with 

gravel and let the container down until it reaches the bottom of' the well 

where the door is opened by loosening its rope to allow the gravel to flow 

to f'or:m the pack without any change in its structure. 



Figure (24. b) Filling the container 

0 

Door Rope .. , 

Figure (24. a) A Hollow Container 

Ca.sing 

Screen 

Pivot 
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Pull 
Rope 

Figure (24) The Container Method 



OH.APTER ·vr 

ECONOMIC COMPARISON BETWEEN THE FOUR. METHODS O·t· GRAVEL .f'~QP.!MENT . 
. ; 

This economic comparison is made to find which method is less expensive·· 

considering the amount of segregation that took place • 

. Since _the bailing method ~roved to be unsuccessfu.l, an~ gave a great 

amount :of segregation, it will not.be considered in the. economical comparison. 

The punip, the tremie, and the ·package methods are the only three methods that 

will be compared. 

Assume a well 12 inches diameter and 200 feet deep with a screen six 

inches diameter and ten feet long. 

T~e required· gravel pack thic~ness will be three inches, and its length 

will b.e about elev.en feet. Hence the required volume of gravel will be eqw"l 

to 
2 2 ; 

7T.x (12 - 6) xll = 6.5 ft 
4 X 12 X · 12 X 12 

(A) The Tremie Methe>.d 

Required tremie pipe length 

Required tremie pipe d~ameter 

Pipe cost per foot 

Hence : Total pipe cost 

Estimated salvage value 

Estimated pipe life 

Assuming a straight line depreciation, 

hence pipe cost per year 

= 200 feet 

=~inches 

= e 1.00 

= I 200.00 

= $ 00.00 

= 15--years 

= 200/15 = t 1;.;o 

To ·':find the time required to pack this well it will be compared with the 

time taken to pack the model well by the same method, eJGperimentc (B}-~ge,(65).' 
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Hence 

Hence 

Hence 

Time ta.ken in the experiment 8.5 minutes 

Volume of' the gravel packed 

6 5 ('.) r.-
Time required to pack the assumed well= • x b.) 

0.58 
Estimated time to place and extract the tremie pipe 

-· 96 mins. 

= 4( 1 \rs. 

Total time required to complete the packing= 4 x 60 + 96 = .356 mins. 
'! 

Estimated labor·• cost per hour 

Total labor· cost = (356/60) x $ ,3.00 

Assuming 50 wells to be drilled per year 

Total cost per well= (13.3/50) + 17~80 = 0.27 + 17~60 

= $ ;.oo 

= $ 17.80 

(B) The Pu.mp Method 

Asswne the maximum size particles used to be 0"'517 11 , hence from page (24) 

we find that the maximum rate of fall for this size is equal to 18 .. 6 in/sec. 

Hence: 

Hence: 

Hence: 

~ 

Required pump discharge= (2) 2 6 6 _ X 18. X 0 
1 . X 7. ~48 
~ X 12 X 12 :l'~ 12 

Asstuning efficiency 

Actual discharg;e 1"equired=l5.l.1/o. 75 

Horse power required 

= 15~4 gal/min. 

0.75 

= 20 gal/min. 
(2) 

2.27 h.p. 

Cost o.f' a ptm1p complete with its derive engine and f'ittings = $ 180.70< 2) 

Estimated pump life = 8 years 

Estimated repair and maintaince cost)(both as percent of 6%( ;,) 

Estimated insurance and taxes cost ~ the capital cost) 10% ( ;i) 

Assuming a straight line depreciation and 50 'Wells per year 

,Pump cost per well = 180.70/8 + 180.70 X (0.06 + 0.10 )' = 'i'' 1~06 ip . 
50 

Pipe cost per well ( from the tremie method estimate) $ 0$27 

·rot al cost per well == ( 0.27 + 1.06) ~~ 1.3;5 

(l) F'romfield observations 
( 2) From an erstima.te from Felkins Floyd Plbg & Htg Comp. 
( ~i) From 11 E:ngineering Economy 11 by H. G. Thuesen. 



T_o find the time required we· shall compare it 'With the time taken in 
. . 

the experiment Nq. (q) page (71). 
! 
; 

Time taken in the experiment 

Volume of gravel US!d in the exper;Vnent 

Volume' of the gravel- Clf·-~lt.ef'f.SSumed pack 
... •, 1.• 

= 5 min•:i' 

= o.;94 rt!i 

= 6.5 f't; 

Hence: Time required to completeplaci:ng;th,e-paok>=5 6.5~x :5/0.;i94t= 82.5 mins. 

Estimated power· rate in hQrse: power-~hour· 

Hence: - Power Cost= (1.25 x 2.27) x 82.5/60 

Estimated time required to place and extract the pipe 
i 

Estimated starting, preparing, and stopping time 

Total time= (4 + 1) + (82.5/60) 

Labo-r· rate per hour 

Total :labal' cost = 6.;? x $ ;.oo 

Hence: Total cost per well = 19.11 + ~.96 + 1.-;; 

(C) The Package Method. 
' 

= 8 1.25 

= I ;.96 

= 4 hrs. 

= l hr. 

= 6 .. ";;7 hrs. 

= -. ;.oo 

= $ 19.11 

= $ 2;.4o 

--Time i"s the only item involved it this method. -- Comparing the time requir-

ed to pack the assumed amount of gravel by the time taken in· the experiment 

No.(n) page (78), we find: 

Tiine taken in the experiment 

Volume of the pack used in the experiment 

= 22 mins. 
; 

= o.5;6rt 

Hence: 'Total time required to complete the' pa'ck = (6.5 x 22)/0.5-;6 = 266 mins. 

Total cost per well= (266/60 x $ ; •. oo) = $ 1;.;o 
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Results~ Conclusion 

From the previous comparison we find that the pump method gives the 

least amount of segregation while the cost estimate proves that it is expens~ 

ive. It also proves that the package method is cheap ;meanwhile, its segregat,.. 

ion factor is close to that of the pump method. But the tremie method show-

ed to have a high segregation factor at a.n intermediate cost. This makes ~the 
' . 

dee is i'on on which method to use 11.ot a.n easy one. It requires a compromise 

between both the cost and the a.mount of segregation. 

The following table offers an economical comparison between them: 

Pump Method Tremie Method Package Method 

Segregation Factor (S. F.) 2.16 2.24 2.19 

Cost per Well $ 2;5.4o $ 18.07 $ 13.;o 

Cost/ s .. F. ratio 10.9 8 .. 06 6.07 

From the cost per segregation factor ratio we find that the package 

method is more economical. 

Since the package method takes a considerable amount of time the dominat-

ing factor will be the time, if the operation is required to be finished soon 

then the pump method is recommended; but if time is not important the package 

method can be used. 



SUMMARY 

Methods of' gravel placement can be arranged in the following order 

according to the a.mount of segregation produced by each method, starting 

by the method that gave the least amount of' segregation: 

(1) The Pump Method. (Segregation Factor= 2.16) 

(2) The Package Method (s. F. = 2.19) 

(;) The Tremie Method (s. F'. - 2.24) 

(4) The Bailing Method (s. F. = 4.56) 

The pump method is expensive to use, and the package method is less e:x:pens

ive but it takes a considerable amount of time. 

Concerning the pack composition, it is recommended that the pack 

would be of' medium size particles. Large and small size particles in the 

same pack.,, i.e • ., a wide r1:;1.nge of sizes, will produce a segregated pack. 

Concerning the process of' placement, it is recomn1ended to be contin

ous and in ample quantities to keep the opening full with grave,1 all the 

time. The larger the batch size the less the amount of' segregation., 
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